
Etherplan Crowdfunded Grant 
Proposal to the ETC Ecosystem
Research & Communications Plan for Ethereum Classic



Profile
Donald McIntyre is the founder of Etherplan 
and an Ethereum Classic (ETC) ecosystem 
member who has been participating as a 
volunteer researcher, article writer, 
podcaster, and organizer since 2018.

Donald was head of business development 
at ETCDEV, and has been part of the 
broader crypto-ecosystem since early 2013. 

He has worked on projects such as Global 
Financial Access and Etherplan, and is an 
active promoter of general blockchain 
principles and values.

https://etcdevteam.com/
http://globalfinancialaccess.com/
http://globalfinancialaccess.com/
https://etherplan.com/2015/06/10/presenting-etherplan-smart-investment-plans-on-ethereum/5859/


Purpose
This crowdfunded grant is proposed to the ETC ecosystem for Etherplan to be 
able to continue:

● Upholding Ethereum Classic values and principles.
● Researching, defining, and proposing ideas for ETC’s vision, strategic 

options, and positioning.
● Communicating and promoting ETC in general among developers, miners, 

node operators, and investors.
● Community coordination work between developers, miners, and node 

operators around Ethereum Classic upgrades and other network 
reorganizations.



Crowdfunded Grant Format
● The proposal is made to the ETC ecosystem at large.
● The crowdfunded grant period will be from October 10th to November 10th, 2019.
● If 50% of the crowdfunding proposal is not raised, the funds will be returned less 

transaction fees.
● As many sources of funding as possible are preferable to ensure the independence of 

Etherplan in researching, developing content, and presenting ETC.
● The funding is in $ETC, but 50% will be held in USD for exchange risk hedging 

purposes.
● Whoever owns ETC or wants to acquire ETC to participate in the crowdfunded grant is 

welcome to contribute.
● Anonymous contributors are welcome to further guarantee Etherplan’s independence.



Top 10 ETC Articles on Etherplan.com in 2019
1. Ethereum Classic vs Ethereum 2.0, What is the Difference? - 1417 views - July 2019
2. Update Your ETC Nodes: Ethereum Classic will Fork on Block 8,772,000 Which is Approximately on 

September 13th, 2019 - 1305 views - August 2019
3. Ethereum Classic Opportunities - 1158 views - August 2019
4. Why is Ethereum Classic Still Viable After the 51% Attacks? Why does ETC Even Have Value? - 982 

views - June 2019
5. What is and how Does Ethereum Classic Work in Layman’s Terms? - 642 views - July 2019
6. Bitcoin and Ethereum Classic (ETC) will be Complementary Base Layer Systems - 637 views - June 2019
7. The Format War, Layering and Systemic Risk will Define the Future Landscape of the Blockchain 

Industry - 609 views - June 2019
8. Ethereum Classic Vision - 569 views - August 2019
9. The Ethereum Classic Ideal Long Term Roadmap - 536 views - September 2019

10. Ethereum Classic (ETC) is Philosophically the Same as Bitcoin and Technically the Same as 
Ethereum - 475 views - June 2019

Total views from June to September 2019: 8330

https://etherplan.com/2019/07/23/ethereum-classic-vs-ethereum-2-0-what-is-the-difference/8425/
https://etherplan.com/2019/08/16/update-your-etc-nodes-ethereum-classic-will-fork-on-block-8772000-which-is-approximately-on-september-13th-2019/8634/
https://etherplan.com/2019/08/14/ethereum-classic-opportunities/8614/
https://etherplan.com/2019/06/21/why-is-ethereum-classic-still-viable-after-the-51-attacks-why-does-etc-even-have-value/7920/
https://etherplan.com/2019/07/02/what-is-and-how-does-ethereum-classic-work-in-laymans-terms/8106/
https://etherplan.com/2019/06/14/bitcoin-and-ethereum-classic-etc-will-be-complementary-base-layer-systems/7804/
https://etherplan.com/2019/06/15/the-format-war-layering-and-systemic-risk-will-define-the-future-landscape-of-the-blockchain-industry/7820/
https://etherplan.com/2019/08/14/ethereum-classic-vision/8595/
https://etherplan.com/2019/09/27/the-ethereum-classic-ideal-long-term-roadmap/8791/
https://etherplan.com/2019/06/13/ethereum-classic-etc-is-philosophically-the-same-as-bitcoin-and-technically-the-same-as-ethereum/7788/


Etherplan.com Traffic

From September 2018 
to September 2019, 
there have been 48 
articles written about 
ETC on Etherplan.

Traffic on Etherplan 
from May to September 
of 2019 has averaged 
2111 unique users per 
month, primarily to ETC 
posts. 

Source: Google Analytics



Etherplan Channel on YouTube

A call made by 
Etherplan on April 5th of 
2019 about the ETC 
Atlantis upgrade was a 
key coordinating call 
that kicked off the hard 
fork process and 
garnered wide 
ecosystem support.

The video has had over 
1700 views since 
posted.

Link: 
https://youtu.be/plrV7HNsEKo

https://youtu.be/plrV7HNsEKo


Etherplan on Twitter

The account @MyEtherplan 
has 250 followers and has 
had 560.4k impressions in 
the 91 days from July 2nd to 
September 30th 2019.

The account was a key tool 
to coordinate the Atlantis 
upgrade.

Link: https://twitter.com/MyEtherplan

https://twitter.com/MyEtherplan


Donald McIntyre in the Media

Donald McIntyre is 
regularly cited in the 
specialized crypto media 
about updates and 
opinions about Ethereum 
Classic.

The images on the right 
show 10 articles where 
Donald has been cited 
from April to September 
2019. 

Source: Google News Search

https://www.google.com/search?q=donald+mcintyre+ethereum+classic&sxsrf=ACYBGNT8YbHcTncjIYVIDQczqmJ5xQeV3A:1569907523335&source=lnms&tbm=nws&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjxtYiiqfrkAhUERKwKHSEBDt4Q_AUIEigB&biw=1680&bih=853


Donald McIntyre on 
Industry Podcasts
Donald McIntyre is regularly 
interviewed in specialized 
crypto podcasts about updates 
and opinions about Ethereum 
Classic.

The image on the right shows 
8 recent podcasts where 
Donald was interviewed from 
December of 2018 to 
September 2019. 

Source: YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=donald+mcintyre+ethereum+classic


Donald McIntyre on Industry Podcasts

This is a recent interview with 
host of the CryptoGrownUps 
show, Dean Pappas, which 
focuses primarily on ETC.

The topic was “Donald from 
Etherplan talks Social Attacks 
on BTC, ETC, and Luke Dash 
Jr's Small Block Proposal”.

Source: YouTube

https://youtu.be/IfPgW_BYo5c


Donald McIntyre Presenting at ETC Summit 2019

At the ETC Summit 2019, 
Donald gave a talk about 
Ethereum Classic’s 
principles, vision, & 
opportunities, which was well 
received by an audience of 
more or less 300 and had 
positive feedback.

Source: YouTube

Original presentation: Ethereum Classic 
Principles, Vision, & Opportunities

https://youtu.be/7ihq8S62K_8
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vs5BYqzgzSCSTbazZe3t4o7WDHedWS97IzM2JzJhdnw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vs5BYqzgzSCSTbazZe3t4o7WDHedWS97IzM2JzJhdnw/edit?usp=sharing


Planned Activities
In the 12 month period of the proposed crowdfunded grant, the planned activities 
are:

1. Do research and write weekly articles about ETC on the Etherplan blog.
2. Promote content and ETC in general on social media, Twitter, and Discord.
3. Do weekly interviews and shows on the Etherplan podcast. 
4. Sponsor, present ETC, and communicate its features and benefits at Meetups 

(monthly), industry conferences (quarterly), and the ETC Summit (annually).
5. Coordinate upgrades and do critical reorganization action calls and mailing 

lists to stakeholders.

https://etherplan.com/
https://twitter.com/MyEtherplan
https://www.youtube.com/etherplan


Drivers, Budget, Success Metrics & Unit Economics

The crowdfunded grant 
will cover 12 months of 
the activities described.

The drivers show the 
activities to be executed 
during the period.

The activities are 
expected to generate 
96,076 contacts at an 
average cost of $2.14 
per contact.

The estimated budget is 
$205,500.-



Team Cost



Meetup Costs



Conference Sponsorship Costs



Ask
To execute the proposed plan and 
fulfill Etherplan goals of research & 
communications of Ethereum Classic 
for 12 months, we are requesting a 
crowdfunded grant of $205,500.

Kindly make your $ETC contribution to the following Ethereum Classic address 
between October 10th and November 10th of 2019:

0x69f0da9aC5196e8817af39a2F1E0d43209946039

Thank you!



Thank you!

Donald McIntyre
Founder

www: etherplan.com
email: donald@etherplan.com
blog CT: @MyEtherplan
personal CT: @TokenHash

https://etherplan.com/
mailto:donald@etherplan.com
https://twitter.com/myetherplan
https://twitter.com/tokenhash

